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UNDERSTANDING HOW HUMANS ARE capable of recognizing objects
fast and accurately is one of the major challenges in neuroscience. This requires understanding what kind of information is
encoded by neurons and, perhaps more importantly, how that
information is represented. There is vast evidence showing that
the processing of visual information follows a hierarchical
organization (Ungerleider and Mishkin 1982; Van Essen and
Maunsell 1983). Along the ventral visual pathway extending
from the primary visual area (V1) to the inferotemporal cortex
(IT), neurons respond to increasingly complex stimulus features. Beyond the ventral visual pathway, cells in the medial
temporal lobe (MTL) have been shown to respond selectively
to stimulus categories (Fried et al. 1997; Kreiman et al. 2000)
and even to pictures of given individuals or objects (Quian
Quiroga et al. 2009; Quiroga et al. 2005).
The MTL contains various neuron classes, including a majority of principal cells and several types of interneurons
(Freund and Buzsáki 1996; Klausberger et al. 2003; Klausberger and Somogyi 2008). In the last 10 years, there have been
numerous studies showing that it is possible to provide a
classification of putative excitatory pyramidal cells and inhib-
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itory interneurons from extracellular recordings in different
brain areas and species (Constantinidis and Goldman-Rakic
2002; Csicsvari et al. 1999; Frank et al. 2001; Henze et al.
2000; Johnston et al. 2009; Le Van Quyen et al. 2008; Likhtik
et al. 2006; Maurer et al. 2006; Mitchell et al. 2007; Viskontas
et al. 2007). With very few notable exceptions where the
identity of the cells could be verified physiologically by means
of juxtacellular labeling in simultaneous extra- and intracellular recordings (Henze et al. 2000) or using antidromic activation to identify pyramidal cells (Johnston et al. 2009; Likhtik et
al. 2006), the majority of these studies classify both neuronal
groups exclusively based on electrophysiological features derived from extracellular recordings. In particular, they exploit
the fact that pyramidal cells and interneurons typically exhibit
different spike durations and discharge frequencies. Despite
the problems of classifications based on extracellular features
(see, for instance, Likhtik et al. 2006), advances in understanding the characteristics of both neuronal groups are of great
importance since they contribute to different aspects of brain
function. Previous classifications were based solely on spike
duration (Bartho et al. 2004; Le Van Quyen et al. 2008), on a
combination of spike duration and discharge rate (Constantinidis and Goldman-Rakic 2002; Fox and Ranck Jr. 1981; Frank
et al. 2001; Likhtik et al. 2006; Rosenkranz and Grace 2001),
or on these two features combined with a measure of the burst
propensity of the cells (Csicsvari et al. 1999; Viskontas et al.
2007). These studies have provided valuable information regarding the specific roles of both neuron populations in information processing. However, very few studies have yet focused on the relative contributions of pyramidal cells and
interneurons to higher cognitive processing in awake animals
(Johnston et al. 2009; Marshall et al. 2002; Maurer et al. 2006;
Wiebe and Staubli 2001). Most investigations involving the
MTL focused on recordings from the hippocampus, and to a
lesser degree from the entorhinal cortex (EC), while animals
performed spatial tasks. However, to date, no study has investigated the encoding properties of pyramidal cells and interneurons in the different structures of the MTL, as reflected by their
stimulus selectivity.
We report that putative pyramidal cells identified from
extracellular recordings in the human MTL are more selective
than putative interneurons. We propose the existence of two
neuron populations with different selectivities arising naturally
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R. Selectivity of pyramidal cells and interneurons in the human
medial temporal lobe. J Neurophysiol 106: 1713–1721, 2011. First
published June 29, 2011; doi:10.1152/jn.00576.2010.—Neurons in
the medial temporal lobe (MTL) respond selectively to pictures of
specific individuals, objects, and places. However, the underlying
mechanisms leading to such degree of stimulus selectivity are largely
unknown. A necessary step to move forward in this direction involves
the identification and characterization of the different neuron types
present in MTL circuitry. We show that putative principal cells
recorded in vivo from the human MTL are more selective than
putative interneurons. Furthermore, we report that putative hippocampal pyramidal cells exhibit the highest degree of selectivity within the
MTL, reflecting the hierarchical processing of visual information. We
interpret these differences in selectivity as a plausible mechanism for
generating sparse responses.
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as a mechanism to generate a sparse representation (Olshausen
and Field 2004; Vinje and Gallant 2000; Young and Yamane
1992). In addition, we found significant differences in the
stimulus selectivity of cells recorded from several areas in the
MTL and put forward that this reflects the hierarchical processing of visual information.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Fig. 1. Left: spike duration definitions. In addition to the peak-to-through distance (spike width), we also show the width at 25% amplitude. Middle: width
distributions for responsive (resp.) single units (top) and all single units (bottom). Right: cluster separation based on spike width. pyr, Pyramidal cells; int,
interneurons.
J Neurophysiol • VOL
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Data were collected from 76 experimental sessions in 31 patients
with pharmacologically intractable epilepsy (27 right handed, 17
male, 17–54 yr old). Extensive noninvasive monitoring did not yield
concordant data corresponding to a single resectable epileptogenic
focus. Therefore, they were implanted with chronic depth electrodes
for 7–10 days to determine the seizure focus for possible surgical
resection (Fried et al. 1997). Subjects sat in bed facing a laptop
computer on which pictures were presented. They were instructed to
respond whether the image showed a person or not by pressing the
“Y” and “N” keys, respectively. The pictures covered ⬃1.5° of visual
angle and were displayed 6 times in pseudorandom order for 1 s. Each
recording session lasted ⬃30 min. An average of 111 images were
shown in each session (SD: 29, range: 63–192). Presented images
consisted on photos of famous and nonfamous persons, landmarks,
animals, and objects (Quiroga et al. 2005).
Here, we report data from sites in hippocampus, EC, parahippocampal cortex (PHC), and amygdala. Electrode locations were determined
exclusively by clinical criteria and were verified by MRI or computer
tomography coregistered to preoperative MRI. All patients gave their
written informed consent to participate in this study, which conformed
to the guidelines of and was approved by the Medical Institutional
Review Board at University of California, Los Angeles. Each electrode probe had nine microwires at its end, with eight acting as
high-impedance recording channels and the ninth as a low-impedance
reference. The microwires were not moved by the clinicians after
surgery.
The differential signal from the microwires was amplified using a
64-channel Neuralynx system (Bozeman, MT), filtered between 1 and
9,000 Hz and sampled at 28 kHz. After band-pass filtering the signals
between 300 and 3,000 Hz, spikes were detected and sorted using
wave_clus (Quiroga et al. 2004).
We recorded from a total of 4,379 units (1,210 single and 3,169
multiunits, see below for criteria). Of these, 579 units (13.2%, 194
single units and 385 multiunits) were responsive. In the following
sections, we consider further only the single units that responded to
ⱖ1 picture. Responses were either positive (exhibiting an increase in
the firing rate above baseline) or negative (decrease in the firing rate).
Positive responses were identified following techniques developed in
previous works (Quiroga et al. 2005; Quian Quiroga et al. 2009). In

short, responses were defined as the median number of spikes across
trials (between 100 and 1,000 ms) following picture onset. Similarly,
the baseline for each picture was defined as the median spike count
(from -1,000 to -100 ms) before stimulus onset. A unit was considered
responsive if all of the following were fulfilled: 1) the median number
of spikes exceeded 5 SD of the baseline distribution across stimuli per
session; 2) the median number of spikes was ⱖ2; and 3) a paired t-test
between the baseline and response period showed significant differences using ␣ ⫽ 0.05 as significance level. An inhibitory response
was considered significant if it fulfilled 4 criteria: 1) the median
number of spikes in the interval 100 –1,000 ms after picture onset was
ⱖ2 SD below the baseline activity; 2) the median number of spikes
during baseline was ⱖ2; 3) a paired t-test comparing the baseline and
response period for the particular stimulus showed a significant
difference using ␣ ⫽ 0.05 as significance level; and 4) the median
difference between response and baseline for the particular stimulus
exceeded the 95th percentile of the permutation distribution of 100
random shuffles, where each shuffle was taken from the baseline
activity for all pictures within each of the 6 presentation cycles and the
test statistic was the median difference between the median response
and the median activity of a random shuffle. This final criterion was
introduced to avoid cases with spontaneously large firing during the
baseline period in some of the trials.
Single- and multiunit activity were classified by an expert viewer
based on spike shape, variance, and the presence of a refractory period
for the single units [i.e., ⬍1% spikes within ⬍3-ms interspike-interval
(ISI) distributions]. To assess further the isolation of the cells, we
calculated the percentage of ISI that fell within 3 ms. The median
number across all single units was 0.10% (compared with 0.88% for
multiunits), indicating a very clear unit isolation for single units and
a relatively clear unit isolation for multiunits. However, since the
spike waveform is a relevant feature for the identification of the cell
type, we applied a conservative criterion and only attempted a classification of clear single units.
We used two different criteria to divide the single units into
putative pyramidal cells and interneurons. Criterion 1 combined
information from the baseline firing rate and the spike duration to
separate the two groups. As in Constantinidis and Goldman-Rakic
(2002) and Viskontas et al. (2007), we used k-means clustering, a
standard clustering algorithm that assigns observations to the cluster
with the nearest mean (Duda and Stork 2000). We used z-score
standardized variables mean baseline firing rate over the set of stimuli
and spike width (measured as the peak-to-through distance). Criterion
2 employed a fixed-width threshold (0.65; see Fig. 1) to separate both
groups (Le Van Quyen et al. 2008). The rationale was that the use of
a criterion independent of the firing rate would not lead to (possible)
artificial correlations between firing rate and any spike train property
under study. The classifications using both criteria are shown in Fig. 2.
The two populations of cells showed significant differences in width
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(P ⬍ 10⫺11 and P ⬍ 10⫺12 using criterion 1 and 2, respectively,
Wilcoxon rank sum test) and firing rate (P ⬍ 10⫺18 and P ⬍ 10⫺4,
respectively). It can be seen that both criteria agree on identifying
cells with short spike duration as putative interneurons but differ in
the classification of cells with high firing rate and long spike durations. Exclusion of these cells did not affect any of the conclusions of
this study.
To evaluate possible differences in the firing patterns between
pyramidal cells and interneurons, we calculated, in addition to the
firing rate, the autocorrelograms of the spike trains, the coefficient of
variation of the ISI (CV), which is a common measure of the
variability of the spike train (Softky and Koch 1993), and the burst
proportion (BP) associated with ISI of ⬍10 ms (Buzsaki et al. 1996;
Frank et al. 2001).
Stimulus selectivity was assessed by using the selectivity index
introduced by Quiroga et al. (2007). For completeness, we present
here the definition of the selectivity index S. The relative number of
stimuli R(T) eliciting a response larger than a threshold T is
R共 T兲 ⫽

1

N

兺 共 fi ⫺ T兲

(1)

N i⫽1

where fi denotes the firing rate of a given neuron to the stimulus i (i ⫽
1, . . . , N), N denotes the size of the stimulus set, and (x) ⫽ 1 for
x ⬎ 0; (x) ⫽ 0 for x ⱕ 0. The selectivity index is defined as
S⫽1⫺

2

M

R共 T j兲
M兺
j⫽1

(2)

where Tj ⫽ fmin ⫹ j(fmax ⫺ fmin)/M are equidistant thresholds
between the minimum and maximum firing (fmin and fmax, respectively), j ⫽ 1, . . . , M, and M indicates the number of threshold values
(we used M ⫽ 1,000). This measure is independent of the threshold
used to define responses, is close to 0 for uniformly distributed
random firings, and approaches 1 the more selective the neuron is. To
test whether the results depended on any particular details of this
selectivity measure, we also studied other selectivity measures described in the literature, namely Rolls sparseness (Rolls and Tovee
1995; Vinje and Gallant 2000), depth of selectivity (Moody and Wise
2000; Wirth et al. 2003), nonparametric entropy selectivity (Lehky et
al. 2005), breadth of tuning entropy (Smith and Travers 1979), and the
number of stimuli to which a neuron responded (Mormann et al. 2008;
Quiroga RQ et al. 2005; see supplemental material for details on the
different selectivity measures used in this study, available in the data
supplement online at the Journal of Neurophysiology web site). These
J Neurophysiol • VOL

measures of selectivity assess “lifetime sparseness” (Willmore and Tolhurst 2001), i.e., the number of stimuli to which a neuron responds.
Although lifetime sparseness has been shown to be related to “population
sparseness,” the number of neurons that responds to one stimulus, the
correspondence between these two measures is not necessarily straightforward, since very few neurons can respond to many stimuli and vice
versa (Franco et al. 2007; Ison and Quiroga 2008).
Statistical analyses were performed using nonparametric tests to
avoid assumptions about the data being normally distributed. Pairwise
comparisons were made using the Wilcoxon rank sum test. For
comparisons between groups, we used the Kruskal-Wallis one-way
ANOVA test followed by Bonferroni post hoc analysis for multiple
comparisons. Differences with P ⱕ 0.05 were considered statistically
significant.
RESULTS

Table 1 illustrates the firing rate, spike width, proportion of
bursts, and number of cells for putative pyramidal cells and
interneurons identified with the two criteria used in this study.
The results using both classifications showed similar spike
train characteristics. In the following sections, we will mainly
present results based on criterion 1 (clustering analysis combining the information of firing rate and spike duration) as it
has been shown to provide a consistent classification across
species, brain regions, and laboratories (Constantinidis and
Goldman-Rakic 2002; Frank et al. 2001; Likhtik et al. 2006).
Two exemplary neurons and their 10 largest responses are
Table 1. Spike train variables of putative pyramidal cells
and interneurons

Crit
Crit
Crit
Crit

1
1
2
2

pyr
int
pyr
int

Firing Rate, Hz

Spike Width, ms

Burst Proportion

N

0.6 (0.9)
6.4 (4.7)
1.4 (2.6)
5.1 (6.4)

1.05 (0.18)
0.72 (0.26)
1.03 (0.18)
0.47 (0.13)

0.18 (0.27)
0.10 (0.13)
0.17 (0.26)
0.14 (0.17)

155
39
177
17

Values are means (SD). Identification using criterion (Crit) 1 (k-means
clustering on spike width and baseline firing rate over the set of stimuli) and
criterion 2 (separation based on the spike width). Burst proportion indicates the
proportion of consecutive spikes with interspike intervals ⬍10 ms. pyr,
Pyramidal cells; int, interneurons.
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Fig. 2. Classification criteria (crit). Identification of putative pyramidal cells (black diamonds) and interneurons (gray circles) from extracellular recordings using
k-means clustering on z-score standardized variables firing rate (FR) and width (criterion 1; left) and separation based on the spike width (criterion 2; right). Insets:
normalized waveforms of identified pyramidal cells (black lines) and interneurons (gray lines).
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Fig. 3. Exemplary responses. Responses of a putative pyramidal cell recorded from the hippocampus (A) and a putative interneuron in the amygdala (B). Left:
the 10 largest responses (out of 97) are displayed. For each case, the raster plots for the 6 trials and names representing the corresponding pictures actually used
in the study are shown. The vertical dotted lines mark picture onset and offset, 1 s apart. Top right: associated waveforms and threshold used for spike detection
(horizontal line). Bottom right: mean FR during baseline (white), during presentation of all stimuli (gray), and during the presentation of pictures eliciting
significant responses (black). Note the much higher selectivity of the pyramidal cell (S ⫽ 0.97), which essentially fires to only 1 picture, compared with that of
the interneuron (S ⫽ 0.09). To see the actual images that were viewed by the subjects in the study, go to the authors’ web site at http://www.le.ac.uk/
neuroengineering.

shown in Fig. 3 (see also http://www.le.ac.uk/neuroengineering
for more examples). Putative pyramidal cells typically responded with a 10-fold increase in their firing rate (mean peak
firing rate: 6 Hz, mean baseline firing rate: 0.6 Hz; see Fig. 4).
Putative interneurons typically increased their firing rate from
6 to 15 Hz (and up to 40 Hz).
The CV of both groups indicated that the variability in the
firing was higher than the one corresponding to a Poisson
J Neurophysiol • VOL

process (CV ⫽ 1). Consistent with earlier findings (Csicsvari et
al. 1999), the median CV of pyramidal cells (1.72) was significantly higher than the median CV of interneurons (1.14; P ⬍
10⫺11). The proportion of bursting cells was larger for pyramidal cells than for interneurons (P ⫽ not significant). Figure 5
illustrates the average autocorrelograms of both neuronal populations. Both groups showed a clear refractory period. Putative pyramidal cells exhibited a characteristic early peak rep-
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Fig. 4. FR distributions for putative pyramidal cells
(left) and interneurons (right). Peak FR (continuous
black line) denotes the maximum FR over all stimuli;
Mean FR (dotted gray line) denotes the grand mean FR
across all stimuli; Baseline FR (dashed gray line) indicates the mean baseline FR.

Fig. 5. Average normalized autocorrelograms for putative pyramidal cells (n ⫽
155) and interneurons (n ⫽ 39). Note a clear refractory period for both
neuronal populations.
J Neurophysiol • VOL

pocampus bursted significantly less than cells in the dorsal
hippocampus (Royer et al. 2010).
To check the consistency of our classification across different areas of the MTL, we identified the location of each cell
and performed comparisons between putative pyramidal cells
and interneurons within each region. Pairwise comparisons
between the width of pyramidal cells and interneurons and
between the discharge rate of the two groups in all subregions
were significant (P ⬍ 0.05; Fig. 6).
Selectivity in pyramidal cells and interneurons. We found
that pyramidal cells are highly selective and, on average, more
selective than interneurons. Using the definition for selectivity
introduced in Quiroga et al. (2007), we found that pyramidal
cells had a median selectivity index of 0.87, whereas the
median selectivity of interneurons was 0.38 (P ⬍ 10⫺13 and
P ⬍ 0.007 for the 2 criteria used for classifying pyramidal cells
and interneurons; Fig. 7).
To ensure that the difference in stimulus selectivity we
found was not the result of the particular definition of selectivity, we repeated the analysis with alternative well-established selectivity measures. Using our main classification
method, all six selectivity measures used consistently revealed
that pyramidal cells were significantly more selective than
interneurons (P ⬍ 0.01; see Supplemental Fig. S2). Using the
more conservative criterion for classification (criterion 2) with
less statistical power, we found consistent statistical differences in selectivity (P ⬍ 0.05) for five of the selectivity
measures.
We then investigated seperately neurons showing an increase and a decrease of firing rate on picture presentation. Out
of 155 putative pyramidal cells, 149 presented excitatory
(positive) responses, and 6 units showed inhibitory (negative)
responses. The distribution of positive/negative responses for
putative interneurons was different (Fisher exact test, P ⬍
10⫺9). From the sample of 39 putative interneurons, 18 neurons showed positive responses, whereas 16 showed negative
responses, and 5 units had mixed responses (positive or nega-
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resenting bursting behavior that was not present for putative
interneurons. Interestingly, not all pyramidal cells exhibited
“bursty” autocorrelations. Indeed, we found that the proportion
of neurons firing in bursts was much larger in hippocampus
(⬍BP⬎ ⫽ 0.25) and amygdala (⬍BP⬎ ⫽ 0.25; KruskalWallis test with Bonferroni correction) than in EC (⬍BP⬎ ⫽
0.07) and PHC (⬍BP⬎ ⫽ 0.06; also see Supplemental Fig.
S1). In an experiment performed in the rat brain, it was also
found that the BP of pyramidal cells in hippocampus was
significantly larger than the one observed in cells recorded
from the EC (Frank et al. 2001). Within the hippocampus, a
recent study reported that pyramidal cells in the ventral hip-
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Fig. 6. Consistency of the classification. Left and middle: regional differences in distinctive features for pyramidal cells and interneurons (H, hippocampus; EC,
entorhinal cortex; PHC, parahippocampal cortex; A, amygdala). Comparisons of each feature between pyramidal cells and interneurons in each area were
statistically different. Right: k-means classification scatter plot for all medial temporal lobe (MTL) regions.

Fig. 7. Selectivity distributions. Distribution of selectivity for responsive
pyramidal cells (black bars) and interneurons (gray bars) classified with
k-means clustering based on FR and spike width (see MATERIALS AND METHODS).
J Neurophysiol • VOL

cells exhibit the highest degree of selectivity, followed by that
in amygdala, EC, and PHC, respectively. Hippocampal neurons were significantly more selective than cells in the other
three subregions (P ⬍ 0.05, Kruskal-Wallis test followed by
Bonferroni corrected multiple comparisons among group
ranks). The difference in selectivity between putative pyramidal cells and interneurons was consistent across different areas
(Fig. 8 and Supplemental Fig. S4). To further quantify the
difference in selectivity between pyramidal cells and interneurons, we calculated the average distance in selectivity between
both neuronal populations d ⫽ Spyr ⫺ Sint. We found that the
distance was highest in the hippocampus (0.59), followed by
the EC (0.44), the amygdala (0.29), and the PHC (0.25).
DISCUSSION

We examined the response properties of a large set of cells
recorded from the human MTL. After distinguishing between
putative pyramidal cells and interneurons based on their electrophysiological signatures, we found that 1) pyramidal cells
are, particularly in the hippocampus, highly selective; 2) py-

Fig. 8. Selectivity index for different cell types and areas. Pairwise statistical
comparisons between cells from different groups in the same area showed all
differences to be statistically significant (P ⬍ 0.05, Wilcoxon rank sum test).
*Significant regional differences with hippocampal pyramidal cells (P ⬍ 0.05,
Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons
between average group ranks). Error bars denote SE.
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tive depending on the stimulus). Keeping only neurons with
positive responses, the difference in selectivity between both
groups was still highly significant (P ⬍ 10⫺6; see Supplemental Fig. S3). To determine the relative contribution of identity
and response type, we performed a 2-way ANOVA, where the
2 factors were Identity (pyramidal cells or interneurons) and
Response type (positive or negative). The analysis showed a
significant main effect for both factors (P ⬍ 10⫺8).
We also investigated possible differences between the selectivity of single units and that of multiunits. The multiunit
activity consists of the summed activity of neurons that are not
close enough to the recording electrode to be identified as
single units. Since many neurons can in principle contribute to
this signal, we hypothesized that the measured selectivity of
multiunits will be lower than the ones of single units. Indeed,
the median selectivity of single units (S ⫽ 0.80) was significantly higher than that of the multiunits (S ⫽ 0.51; P ⬍ 10⫺16,
Wilcoxon rank sum test).
Next, we compared stimulus selectivity for all MTL areas
we recorded from. In Fig. 8, we show the selectivity index for
both cell types separately for the four MTL areas. It can be
seen that the selectivity of pyramidal cells increases along the
hierarchical structure of the MTL. Pyramidal hippocampal
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ous recordings from excitatory and inhibitory neurons from
CA1 and EC in rats (Frank et al. 2001) measured the spatial
specificity for each type of unit. It was found that putative
inhibitory unit fields covered significantly larger fractions of
the environment than those of excitatory principal cells, i.e.,
their selectivity was smaller, but see Wilent and Nitz (2007) for
contrasting results. Taken together, these studies indicate that
our findings may not be specific to the human MTL, suggesting
that the proposed mechanism for generating sparse responses
might be a rather general strategy used to represent spatial and
nonspatial information. However, in other areas, more distributed representations providing robustness against neuronal
variability and efficient discriminative ability could be implemented (Rolls and Tovee 1995).
By comparing several definitions for selectivity, we showed
that our findings are not a consequence of the particular
definition we used since pyramidal cells exhibited higher
selectivity values than interneurons in all cases. We also
developed a set of simulations of Poisson neurons with the
statistics of both neuronal groups and showed that the selectivity difference we observed could not be due to the limited
number of trials (see Supplemental Fig. S5). Within each
group, we observed a significant inverse correlation between
selectivity and the baseline firing rate (Pearson rank correlation
coefficient: ⫺0.74, P ⬍ 10⫺29 and ⫺0.48, P ⫽ 0.002 for
putative pyramidal/interneurons; see also Mormann et al.
2008). This difference reflects the fact that a few spikes of a
silent neuron that selectively fires to a given stimulus are much
more informative than the ones corresponding to a cell with
high firing rate.
The separation between putative pyramidal cells and interneurons we found is consistent with the one described in
previous studies. Some of the numerical values of the physiological properties in this work (Table 1) differ from the animal
literature but are consistent with the ones found in previous
studies recording from the human brain (Le Van Quyen et al.
2008; Viskontas et al. 2007). As noted by Likhtik and colleagues (2006), neuronal classification based on extracellular
features in the amygdala is more difficult than in other regions, since interneurons and pyramidal cells are intermingled
and their dendrites randomly oriented. We reclassified our
amygdala cells according to the criterion proposed by these
authors (based on firing rate and duration cutoffs) and verified
that our results remain valid. Regardless of the general problem
of potential technical issues with the classification of neurons
recorded extracellularly, where the identity of the recorded
neurons cannot be determined with certainty, we did find a
significant difference in the selectivity of putative pyramidal
cells and interneurons for each of the two alternative methods
we used for classification. This further reassures that we are
describing two different populations of neurons. The much
larger proportion of pyramidal cells firing in bursts in the
hippocampus and amygdala compared with cells in EC and
PHC extends a previous study performed in the rat brain (Frank
et al. 2001), where CA1 excitatory pyramidal cells were found
to fire in bursts much more frequently than pyramidal cells
in EC.
Most pyramidal cells exhibited positive responses, whereas
interneurons were more likely to exhibit negative responses.
This difference could arise from the fact that it is technically
difficult to measure a negative response from a cell with a low
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ramidal cells show higher stimulus selectivity than interneurons; 3) some spike train properties (CV and proportion of
spikes associated with bursts) depend on both the neuron type
and area; 4) multiunits, reflecting the parallel activity of several
single units are less selective than single units; and 5) stimulus
selectivity increases along the anatomic pathway of the MTL.
We have previously reported that the representation in the
MTL is explicit and sparse, with cells that respond to the
identity of a given stimulus across different sensory modalities
irrespective of any specific details (Quian Quiroga et al. 2009;
Quiroga et al. 2005). For instance, a cell that responded to
pictures of Oprah Winfrey also responded to her written and
spoken name. Evidence of an ultrasparse representation of
information has also been reported in other systems, most
notably in the insect olfactory system (Assisi et al. 2007;
Jortner et al. 2007; Perez-Orive et al. 2002) and in birdsong
production (Hahnloser et al. 2002). How might such selective
responses arise in the MTL? We suggest that a winner-take-all
mechanism could be implemented in this area (Alvarez and
Squire 1994; O’Reilly and McClelland 1994). A key element
that could facilitate such a mechanism is the high reliability of
synaptic transmission between pyramidal cells and interneurons compared with the weak synapses among principal cells
(Csicsvari et al. 1998; Holmgren et al. 2003; Marshall et al.
2002). Even though the firing of a given neuron depends on a
complex pattern of connections, we can gain some insight by
considering a simple scenario: if one stimulus elicits the
activity of a pyramidal cell, which then recruits an interneuron,
the interneuron firing might in turn suppress the activity of its
target pyramidal cells. In this sense, the interplay between
excitation and inhibition helps to make the representation
sparser. In principle, the stimulus selectivity of the postsynaptic interneuron could be similar to its presynaptic pyramidal
cell. However, this appears unlikely because a single action
potential of the presynaptic pyramidal cell can be sufficient to
discharge its postsynaptic interneuron (Csicsvari et al. 1998),
which suggests that the same interneuron should also fire when
a different innervating pyramidal cell is firing (very likely to a
different stimulus), thus making the interneuron less selective.
A typical pyramidal cell in the MTL also innervates many
other pyramidal cells. It could be argued that a presynaptic
pyramidal cell also shapes the firing characteristics of its
postsynaptic pyramidal cells. However, the contribution from a
single pyramidal cell to its postsynaptic pyramidal cells is
typically weak, which implies that the selectivity of the target
pyramidal cell is not driven by the selectivity of only one of its
afferents.
A very limited number of animal studies have previously
examined the stimulus selectivity of excitatory and inhibitory
neurons. Recording from adjacent neurons in anterior IT from
anesthetized macaques, Tamura et al. (2004) found no difference in stimulus selectivity between inhibitory and excitatory
neurons. However, they found that the stimulus preference of
inhibitory neurons differed from the 1 of their target neurons,
suggesting that inhibitory IT neurons are involved in shaping
stimulus preferences by providing stimulus-specific inhibition.
A more recent study of a rather small population (94 units) of
awake monkeys’ IT neurons found that putative interneurons
had a tendency to be less selective (Zoccolan et al. 2007). In
the MTL, recordings from hippocampal CA1 pyramidal cells
and interneurons in rats (Marshall et al. 2002) and simultane-
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